240sx 1996

In , the Nissan corporate think tank was in high gear, producing some of the most fun-to-drive
cars of any carmaker on the planet. In quick succession, Nissan dealers received new model
after new model, all of them exhibiting a brash, in-your-face personality and suave good looks.
The Nissan SX was no exception to the rule. The car was engineered with eager young drivers
in mind. To keep the insurance companies at bay, a twin-cam four cylinder was the sole
powerplant available. For tail-out good times, Nissan opted for rear-wheel drive on the , and
then designed a graceful body that could be had as a coupe or hatchback. Later, a convertible
was offered. The SX was an instant hit, particularly in hatchback form. In , Nissan fiddled with
the formula. Gone is the popular hatchback. Gone is the convertible. Gone are low prices. Gone
is the brash personality. The Nissan SX has moved Uptown, baby. It retains rear-wheel drive and
the twin-cam four. It retains speedy performance. It retains suave good looks. But in trying to
become a mini-Infiniti, the Nissan SX has lost its magical charm. This doesn't mean it's a bad
car. Inside, the SX displays excellent ergonomics, with rich leather seating surfaces an
extra-cost frill. For , Nissan keeps the changes to a minimum, adding a new front grille, sportier
seat cloth, and revising option packages. Time for a wake-up call, Nissan. And for those of us
paying off school loans, the new Nissan SX, based on the Sentra, is closer to the original in
execution and price than this wannabe luxo-coupe. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle
from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified
a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Nissan SX Coupe. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the SX for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign
up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. Sporty new fabrics and a new grille are the only changes to the attractive SX.
Read more. Write a review See all 20 reviews. This is a great handling car. The motor is truly
underpowered - but fun to drive. I've had it for 3 years and not one problem. I truly recommend a
if you are looking for a reliable fun to drive car. Read less. I searched for over a year in trying to
track down one of these in my area. I knew I wanted a rare car and something with style and the
sx was exactly that. I've had mine for 7 years with no major issues, just some regular
maintenance. This is definitely a reliable car and if and when the time comes to get a new car I
can only assume that other vehicles will fall far below the expectations and reliability that my
has given me. It's like I'm talking about a friend but truly.. I've had my car for a little over 4 years
now and and I love it. It's far from stock form now though with the Japanese SR20det motor with
14 lbs of boost and doing about hp at the wheels and lowered 2". I've replaced the hood, trunk,
mirrors and other parts with carbon fiber pieces to lighten it up and everywhere I go in it, I get
people checking it out and loving it. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the SX. Sign Up. In , the
Nissan corporate think tank was in high gear, producing some of the most fun-to-drive cars of
any carmaker on the planet. In quick succession, Nissan dealers received new model after new
model, all of them exhibiting a brash, in-your-face personality and suave good looks. The
Nissan SX was no exception to the rule. The car was engineered with eager young drivers in
mind. To keep the insurance companies at bay, a twin-cam four cylinder was the sole
powerplant available. For tail-out good times, Nissan opted for rear-wheel drive on the , and
then designed a graceful body that could be had as a coupe or hatchback. Later, a convertible
was offered. The SX was an instant hit, particularly in hatchback form. In , Nissan fiddled with
the formula. Gone is the popular hatchback. Gone is the convertible. Gone are low prices. Gone
is the brash personality. The Nissan SX has moved Uptown, baby. It retains rear-wheel drive and
the twin-cam four. It retains speedy performance. It retains suave good looks. But in trying to
become a mini-Infiniti, the Nissan SX has lost its magical charm. This doesn't mean it's a bad
car. Inside, the SX displays excellent ergonomics, with rich leather seating surfaces an
extra-cost frill. For , Nissan keeps the changes to a minimum, adding a new front grille, sportier
seat cloth, and revising option packages. Time for a wake-up call, Nissan. And for those of us
paying off school loans, the new Nissan SX, based on the Sentra, is closer to the original in

execution and price than this wannabe luxo-coupe. Available styles include SE 2dr Coupe, and
2dr Coupe. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Nissan SX. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Sporty new fabrics and a new grille are the only changes to the attractive SX. Read
more. Write a review See all 20 reviews. This is a great handling car. The motor is truly
underpowered - but fun to drive. I've had it for 3 years and not one problem. I truly recommend a
if you are looking for a reliable fun to drive car. Read less. I searched for over a year in trying to
track down one of these in my area. I knew I wanted a rare car and something with style and the
sx was exactly that. I've had mine for 7 years with no major issues, just some regular
maintenance. This is definitely a reliable car and if and when the time comes to get a new car I
can only assume that other vehicles will fall far below the expectations and reliability that my
has given me. It's like I'm talking about a friend but truly.. I've had my car for a little over 4 years
now and and I love it. It's far from stock form now though with the Japanese SR20det motor with
14 lbs of boost and doing about hp at the wheels and lowered 2". I've replaced the hood, trunk,
mirrors and other parts with carbon fiber pieces to lighten it up and everywhere I go in it, I get
people checking it out and loving it. See all 20 reviews of the Used Nissan SX. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the SX. Sign Up. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. This Buy It
Now listing has ended. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Start of add to list
layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Dec 28, PST. May not ship to
Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other
items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Stunning Three Owner unmolested
Nissan SX SE with cluster only showing , Miles but believed to be over k based on last owner
registration the title shows exempt due to vehicle age in GA. These cars a blast to drive, a pure
enthusiast car if you will. You will receive this car exactly as described. This runs and drives
incredibly well with absolutely no issues to mention. No leaks! The transmission and clutch are
smooth with no grinds or pop outs in any gear. Heat and AC work great, as does every other
option. This car as a whole is unbelievably clean. The paint and body are both in excellent
overall condition, as is the interior. Tires have excellent tread with even wear. This is a
phenomenal and very clean as a whole, flaws are really just indicative of age and miles. Thanks
for your interest, happy bidding! No trades! Original ka24de 5 speed SE. Professionally restored
car. Glass was removed for restore. Kouki taillights and LED bulbs added for that slightly more
refined touch. Cleaned, repaired and replaced with the best parts. Dash was cracked and
repaired. Sorry cannot find a good dash these days. Other wise stock with exception of
aftermarket double din screen and back up camera option in trunk, not installed. Drivetrain and
maintance performed. Car runs and drives great. Was a daily driver before I got the car. Back to
home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.
Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable
for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any questions about the
reports, contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Ended: Dec
28, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping
options. Item location: Marietta, Georgia, United States. Seller: wizard Seller's other items.
Original ka24de 5 speed SE Exterior: Professionally restored car. Sorry cannot find a good dash
these days Both door panels in great shape. Sunroof is in very good shape. Operates correctly.
Trim intact. Clean clean clean inside! Drivetrain and maintance performed Car runs and drives
great. Your not going to find a nicer Zenki original oem car. Refine your search. Automatic 3

Manual 2. Gasoline 6. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. This is a one owner car from florida.
Has an automatic transmission with , miles. This car is absolutely rust free with a couple minor
dents. All original with a ka motor. The owner has kept records of almost all servicing done on
the car in the past 20 years. Just recently painted an attractive bronze color.
Comoptions:description:lots of work done to this nissan sx 2 door coupe! This car is priced to
sell and should not last long, Interior in good shape and still runs great - no issues with this car
at all. Very well maintained oil changes every miles regular tune-ups
pioneer car stereo wire diagram
1995 buick riviera parts
2004 mustang convertible top replacement
new tires regular maintenance. Despite the miles it still has a lot of life left. These cars were
built well and built to last! Google Ads. Well maintained nissan sx. It is powered by a rb25det
series ii, turbocharged r33 gtst skyline engine with greddy power fc d-jetro fuel and boost
control management system. It is cooled with a mashimoto aluminum radiator and dual electric
fans. It has a walbro lph fuel pump and a top secret exhaust. The automatic transmission has
been converted to a 5-speed manual. The exterior is done in white with black hood and sits on
an nex suspension with full coilovers. It has a skyline gtst r33 subframe cradle and a r33 vlsd
rear differential. It has a kouki silvia jdm front-end conversion fenders, hood, bumper cover,
projector headlights, turn signals and fog lights , kouki silvia jdm trunk lid and wing, kouki silvia
jdm tail lights and kouki silvia jdm rear bumper cover. Lots of work done to this nissan sx 2
door coupe! Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

